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Abstract 

The dynamic Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry (PZB) service quality model is applied in the analysis of 

different customer clusters of sustainable customer value, while considering enterprise sustainability, 

customer relationship management (CRM), and customer equity of customer satisfaction and customer 

value. Based on intelligent digital content analysis and the recommendation platform of the different 

customer clusters of sustainable customer value, the dynamic six-sigma method is applied to the leisure 

agriculture of sustainable key resources and procedures solutions, as well as the impact of environmental 

and social costs and benefits. Based on the leisure agriculture of sustainable key resources and 

procedures solutions, the sustainable contradictions of leisure ecotourism agriculture are considered 

using dynamic multi-criteria decision making (dynamic gray multi-attribute decision making and 

dynamic multi-objective planning) to analyze the optimal plan for balancing the leisure agriculture of 

ecotourism and sustainable contradictions. First, sustainable and local identification plans are developed 

by the dynamic grey multi-attribute decision making method. Next, dynamic multi-objective planning is 

developed, as based on the priority factors sorted by gray multi-attribute decision making, in order to 

carry out the decision-making analysis of different objectives under different situations; thereby, helping 

the development of featured sustainable customer value of local leisure agriculture.   
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1. Introduction 
The value proposition (Schaltegger et al., 2012) which refers to the value transmitted to customers through the 

work flow of different industries providing products or services, must be distinguished from competitors. The value 

proposition is the dialogue between providers and receivers, which includes the value provided by products, as well 

as balancing social, environmental, and economic needs (Boons and Lüdeke-Freund, 2013). The value proposition 

can drive the buying motive (Jam and Jam, 2011) and highlighting the value proposition is a sort of market strategy, 

where the work flow and ability to provide must be considered. Tangible and intangible ecological, social, and 

economic values are highlighted and measured by the value proposition (Hlava and Camlek, 2010; Boons and 

Lüdeke-Freund, 2013). The value proposition of sustainable enterprises must mediate public and personal interests in 

order to avoid conflicts. The important concept of sharing value creation is to respect the customers' needs, rights, 

and interests, to increase product and service values through a management model, and to create value for customers, 

enterprises, societies, or environments (Chiang, 2010; Yen et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2012; Yu et al., 2012; Chiu and 

Lin, 2013; Yen and Chen, 2013; Lee et al., 2014). 

As Taiwan will be confronted with contradictory decisions regarding economic growth and environmental 

protection in the key processes of technology development and innovative design, this study constructs a dynamic 

decision model for building an environment with sustainable development, which considers sustainable and locally 

identified Pingtung leisure agricultural ecology. The new market management model, which competitors cannot 

imitate, is integrated with the perpetual customer value perspective (CVP) in order to develop a sustainable 

optimization scheme of dynamic decisions for success, where sustainable key resources and sustainable key work 

flows are analyzed by dynamic six-sigma to create an innovative dynamic process for analyzing business models. 

This study uses the dynamic PZB service quality model to analyze the sustainable customer values of different 

customer groups, including customer clustering according to tourism motives and the favorite leisure agriculture type 

of customer groups, and considers enterprise sustainability, CRM, customer equity of customer satisfaction, and 

customer value. The sustainable key resources and sustainable key work flow of leisure agriculture will be analyzed 

by the dynamic six-sigma method, as based on sustainable customer values of different customer groups, in order to 

select the leisure farm scheme, which includes the four major systematic leisure agriculture schemes in Pingtung 

District, according to the leisure agricultural resources classification scheme and knowledge scheme with local 

culture characteristics, and the effects on environmental and social costs and interests are analyzed. Finally, the 

sustainable contradiction content of leisure agricultural ecological tourism is considered based on sustainable key 

resources and sustainable key work flow of leisure agriculture, where the optimal schema of leisure agricultural 

ecological tourism and sustainable contradiction are analyzed by dynamic multi-criteria decision making (dynamic 

gray multi-attribute decision making and dynamic multi-objective planning), which consider the sustainable 

contradiction content of leisure agricultural ecological tourism. The sustainable and local identification optimal 

service plans are developed using dynamic gray multi-attribute decision making; dynamic multi-objective planning is 

developed using the priority factors sorted by dynamic gray multi-attribute decision making; the decision analysis of 

different objectives is implemented in different situations; and the leisure agriculture strategy is analyzed according 

to the dynamic view, in order to provide local leisure agriculture providers with decision references, as described in 

Figure 1 (Johnson, 2010; Asif et al., 2011; Gimenez et al., 2012; Liu and Kuo, 2012; Robinson and Boulle, 2012; 

Cheshmehgaz et al., 2013; Rahardjo et al., 2013; Chang, 2013a; 2013b; Ji et al., 2014; Oztaysi, 2014; Steyn and 

Niemann, 2014; Thai et al., 2014; Wolf, 2014). 

 

Sustainable customer value

CRM (customer group classification), customer equity 

(customer satisfaction and customer value). 

Sustainable key resources

Low-carbon tourism criteria, leisure 

motive, leisure benefits.

Sustainable key work flow

Scenario, result, action.

Decision making: select leisure 

agriculture plan.

Sustainable optimization plan 

Sustainable contradictions of leisure 

agricultural ecological tourism 

(environmental aspect, economic aspect, 

social aspect).

Digital 

content 

analysis 

and 

recommendation

Dynamic Six Sigma method

Environmental and social costs/benefits

Dynamic gray multi-attribute 

decision making 

Dynamic multi-objective planning

Dynamic PZB service quality model

 
Figure-1. This research structure 

            Source: (Wang et al., 2011; Cheng et al., 2012) 

 

2. Research Method 
This project uses the dynamic PZB service quality gap model to analyze the sustainable customer value of 

different customer groups, including customer clustering according to the tourism motive and favorite leisure 

agriculture type of customer groups, considers enterprise sustainability, CRM, and customer equity of customer 

satisfaction and customer value, CRM and customer equity, and the developing leisure agriculture, such as a 

flourishing enterprise. This study uses the dynamic PZB service quality model to analyze sustainable CVP, including 

tourism planning goods or leisure combinations, which can assist customers to attain their goals in an environmental, 

reliable, rapid, and economical manner. In addition, it describes how leisure agriculture uses specific resources to 
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create sustainable value for different customer groups (Carrasco et al., 2012; Chen and Mo, 2012; Kuo and Chou, 

2012; Lin and Lin, 2012; Liou et al., 2012; Lo et al., 2013; Shih and Yang, 2013; Su et al., 2013). 

Afterwards, based on the sustainable customer value of different customer groups, the sustainable key resources 

and sustainable key work flows of leisure agriculture are analyzed using the dynamic six-sigma method in order to 

select leisure agriculture plans, including four major systematic leisure agriculture plans in Pingtung District, a 

knowledge plan with local culture characteristics according to the leisure agricultural resources classification plan, 

and their effects on environmental and social costs and benefits are analyzed. The sustainable key resources and 

sustainable key work flows are analyzed by the dynamic six-sigma method, which emphasizes that, at the dynamic 

six-sigma quality level, customer requirements set specific specification limits and the key index for measuring 

project performance. While the processes of leisure agriculture are fixed, customer requirements and markets are 

dynamic and uncertain, which is a condition that degrades service quality level. The dynamic six-sigma method does 

end when a project is completed, but continuously makes goods and services meet the leisure agriculture service flow 

of sustainable customer value. Leisure agriculture provides value for customers and itself through key assets, 

technologies, activities, routine business practices, and repeated use and dynamic adjustments of leisure agriculture, 

in order to satisfy the work flow of sustainable CVP, thus, becoming the competitive advantage of leisure agriculture 

to fulfill the customer's actual key job to be completed. The key management model tells a story, including origin, 

story line, participant motive, special transition, windfall, and subsequent extension. All new stories are derived from 

local historical allusions, and the differences and attractions, as found by human resources of leisure agriculture and 

fisheries, are used as important resources, which are integrated into moving and exciting stories in order that 

different customer groups are moved by emotional marketing and experiential marketing (Magretta, 2002; Magretta 

and Stone, 2002). These resources are integrated through the reliable, rapid, and economical method of Johnson 

(2010) to complete the business personally conducted by customers, attract customers to leisure agriculture in order 

to experience particular environments different from hotels or home stay facilities, and continuously and steadily 

provide profit, to guarantee the optimum and sustainable operating conditions of leisure agriculture (Wang et al., 

2011; Wu, 2011; Cheng et al., 2012; Cheng, 2012a; Cheng, 2012b; Lin and Tsui, 2013). 

 

2.1. Intelligent Digital Content Analysis and Recommendation Platform for Big Data 
With the coming of the digital age, the digital content possessed by various blog websites is duplicated, and how 

website operators provide intelligent and customized help for busy modern people to find the desired articles out of 

numerous blog articles becomes an important subject. This paper proposes a complete personal digital content 

recommendation technology architecture, as based on content correlation analysis, with three user quantitative 

indices, which are preference, community closeness, and article freshness, in order that the digital content service 

platform can improve the users’ digital reading experience. The overall recommendation architecture is as shown in 

Figure 2 which shows the basic structure of personal digital content recommendations of a travel blog website. The 

"digital content database" is the data of blog articles in the backend of blog websites, the "user behavior record" is 

the browsing history of the user on the blog website, and the "intelligent analysis and recommendation platform" 

comprises the following modules (Cheng and Wu, 2013; Lim and Zhu, 2016): 

(1) "Content correlation analysis module": to analyze the correlation of data in the "digital content 

database" of a blog website.  

(2) "User preference analysis module": to analyze user's preference according to the "user behavior record" 

of a blog website.  

(3) "Community closeness analysis module": to analyze the community closeness between users according 

to the "user behavior record" of a blog website.  

(4) "Article freshness analysis module": to analyze the freshness of each article according to the article 

publication time and the number of clicks from the "digital content database" of a blog website.  

(5) DEA calculated overall performance: the overall performance of three analysis modules is calculated 

by DEA. 

 

 
Figure-2. Intelligent digital content analysis and recommendation platform for big data 

                                         Source: (Manzardo et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2014) 
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The personal digital content recommendation technology platform, as proposed in this paper, can generate the 

analytical data of a multi-user quantitative index, in order that the blog website can create an intelligent personalized 

recommendation service centered on users. This service not only approaches the user's personalized requirements, 

but also helps the website increase the user's stay time and visiting frequency to the blog website. 

Finally, a leisure agriculture plan is selected according to the sustainable key resources and sustainable key work 

flow, where the sustainable contradiction content of leisure agricultural ecological tourism is considered, the 

sustainable optimization plan is analyzed by multi-criteria decision making, and the sustainable and local 

identification optimal service plan is developed, in order to assist Pingtung District to develop local leisure 

agriculture. Leisure agriculture and type of operation with sustainable customer value are analyzed by multi-criteria 

decision making (gray multi-attribute decision making and multi-objective planning). This study uses gray multi-

attribute decision making to select the optimal implementation plan, and then uses the priority factors, as sorted by 

the optimal implementation plan, to analyze the most important profit objectives of multi-objective planning 

according to different situations: the revenue model, cost structure, target unit profit, and developing the constraints 

(Hsu, 2011; Tai et al., 2011; Wei, 2011a; Wei, 2011b; Golmohammadi and Mellat-Parast, 2012; Luo and Wang, 

2012; Manzardo et al., 2012; Zhu and Hipel, 2012; Zhang et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013a; Chang, 2013a; 2013b; 

Wang et al., 2013b; Oztaysi, 2014). Leisure agriculture is usually commerce and interest oriented, where the cultural 

aspect of sustainable operation takes cultural protection and popularization as the main implementation objectives; 

therefore, there are constant conflicts, meaning it is urgent to integrate the leisure agriculture of sustainable customer 

value with culture. It involves the actual application of culture and natural resources, ethics of the tourism industry, 

local capacity construction, and exact maintenance of community spirit. Only a combination of the leisure agriculture 

of sustainable customer value and culture can guarantee effective implementation of policies, where culture shall be 

redefined as the key to a developmental strategy, in order to merge justice and respect into local society and maintain 

cultural diversity and locality. Therefore, sustainable leisure agriculture requires a holistic method to promote high 

cooperation, coordination, and integration of all participants at various levels. In many ways, sustainable leisure 

agriculture is the competition for and allocation of limited resources, thus, it requires a political solution to break the 

balance point between tourism and existing and future processes. Just as some professionals' query the feasibility of 

sustainable development, there are three views on the practical application of sustainable development to leisure 

agriculture, including completely believing that sustainable development is applicable to leisure agriculture, 

believing that sustainable leisure agriculture with environmental, social, and economic objectives can be jointly 

executed; secondly, specific thoughts denying the common development of sightseeing and social environments, 

where the former is perfect. Finally, facing existing challenges, the negative significant impact of sightseeing 

development is accepted, determines the full necessity of sustainable development, and is devoted to an overall 

integrated coordination strategy of sightseeing development and environmental protection (Hsu, 2011; Tai et al., 

2011; Wei, 2011a; Wei, 2011b; Golmohammadi and Mellat-Parast, 2012; Luo and Wang, 2012; Manzardo et al., 

2012; Zhu and Hipel, 2012; Zhang et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013a; Chang, 2013a; 2013b; Wang et al., 2013b; 

Oztaysi, 2014). 

 

2.2. Loss Function 
The end product of decision making under risk is determined by the adopted plan and the state of uncertain 

factors. Therefore, before uncertain factors are determined, the expected loss or revenue is estimated only according 

to probability. In Bayesian decision analysis, each combination of a plan and a natural state  ,i jg   has a 

corresponding reward or loss, called the loss function. The loss function  ,i jL g   represents the loss in actual state 

j  after action ig  is taken according to the decision making rule   ix g   when the decision maker observes 

sample x . The probability  j   corresponding to each state j  is the weighted average of weights, where the 

expected loss of plan ig  is expressed as Eq. (1) (Chien, 2007; Alessi and Detken, 2014; Zinodiny et al., 2014). 

     , ,i i j j jEL g L g    


                           (1) 

Whether or not to adopt plan is determined according to decision rule, where the sample value meeting condition 

must be observed before plan is implemented. Therefore, the actual loss function of plan and state is, where all 

meeting the decision rule and the probability of being from state shall be considered, thus, can be changed to the 

function of, as expressed by Eq. (2). 

        , , ,
ji j i j i

x

L g L x g P x x x x g                        (2) 

Where  
j

P x  is the likelihood function of x  under j  , the decision rule   ix g   is given, and Eq. (1) is 

substituted in Eq. (2) to obtain the expected loss of plan ig , as expressed by Eq. (3). 

       ,
ji j i j

x

EL g L x g P x   


 
      

 
                (3) 

When natural function j  and sample x  are continuous values, the expected loss is deduced integrally, as 

expressed by Eq. (4). 

       ,i i
X

EL g L x g P x dx d    


                        (4) 

The decision maker can determine the expected loss of each plan according to Eq. (3) or (4), and the minimum 
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expected loss is the optimal plan. 

 

2.3. Dynamic Multi-Objective Planning 

The multi-objective planning vector optimization, i.e.  1 2max , ,..., PZ Z Z Z , is usually a set of points instead 

of a single point, as expressed by Eq. (5). Therefore, the general multi-objective planning normal formula is n  

variables, m  constraints, and P  objectives (Wang, 2005; Tzeng et al., 2007; Arturo et al., 2010; Tsai et al., 2010; 

Cheshmehgaz et al., 2013). 

     1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2max , ,..., , ,..., , , ,..., ,..., ( , ,..., )n n n P nZ X X X Z X X X Z X X X Z X X X    (5) 

                

1

. . , 1,2,...,

0, 1,2,...,

n

ij j i

j

j

s t a X b i m

X j n



 

 



 

Where  1 2, ,..., nZ X X X  is the objective function, and 1 2, ,..., PZ Z Z  are P  single objective functions. One or 

multiple solutions are calculated under max Z  optimal vector. 

Dynamic multi-objective planning can select different multi-objective planning decision-making styles according 

to the environment and the decision maker’s preference of dynamic conditions. The real non-inferior solution set to 

be deduced by multi-objective planning without preference has infinite solutions, and the solutions will not end in 

practice. Therefore, the analyzer uses parametric programming to estimate several representative non-inferior 

solutions, and uses these non-inferior solutions as alternative schemes of decisions, in order to provide the decision 

maker with related suggestions. In terms of multi-objective planning with preference, when the decision maker's 

preference is known beforehand, the solving process is simpler than multi-objective planning without a preference; 

however, as the decision maker's preference shall be obtained in advance, its use is limited, and because it is difficult 

to obtain a decision making preference, the range of application is greatly reduced. When interactive multi-objective 

planning is used, the decision maker must be aware of reducing some target values in exchange for another target 

value in order to reach the optimal solution, thus, as the objective function of the interactive Tchebycheff method is 

not limited to linear functions, it can be applied to nonlinear integer programming (Wang, 2005; Tzeng et al., 2007; 

Arturo et al., 2010; Tsai et al., 2010; Cheshmehgaz et al., 2013). 

According to the Ek analysis of DEA, the MaxZ analysis of EL(gi), and the multi-objective before and after the 

introduction of this method in Figure 3 there is apparent improvement after the introduction of this method. 

 

 
Figure-3. Before and after introduction of this method 

 Source: This study 

 

3. Conclusion and Future Studies 
This study develops dynamic multi-objective planning and digital content recommendation and analysis, and 

implements decision analysis for leisure agriculture according to different scenarios, in order to assist leisure 

agriculture to develop local leisure agriculture with sustainable customer value. It is intended that this method can be 

used in different types of sustainable development plans for the service industry. 
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